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Abstract 

Modal substructuring or Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) has been standard practice for 

many decades in the analytical realm, yet a number of significant difficulties have been 

encountered when attempting to combine experimentally derived modal models with analytical 

ones or when predicting the effect of structural modifications using experimental measurements.  

This work presents a new method that removes the effects of a flexible fixture from an 

experimentally obtained modal model.  It can be viewed as an extension to the approach where 

rigid masses or massless springs are removed from a structure.  The approach presented here 

improves the modal basis of the substructure, so that it can be used to more accurately estimate the 

modal parameters of the built-up system.  New types of constraints are also presented, which 

constrain the modal degrees of freedom of the substructures, avoiding the need to estimate the 

connection point displacements and rotations.  These constraints together with the use of a flexible 

fixture enable a new approach for joining structures, especially those with statically-indeterminate 

multi-point connections, such as two circular flanges that are joined by many more bolts than 

required to enforce compatibility if the substructures were rigid.  Fixture design is discussed, one 

objective of which is to achieve a mass-loaded boundary condition that exercises the substructure 

at the connection point as it is in the built up system.  The proposed approach is demonstrated with 
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two examples using experimental measurements from laboratory systems.  The first is a simple 

problem of joining two beams of differing lengths, while the second consists of a three-

dimensional structure comprising a circular plate that is bolted at eight locations to a flange on a 

cylindrical structure.  In both cases frequency response functions predicted by the substructuring 

methods agree well with those of the actual coupled structures over a significant range of 

frequencies. 

Keywords: 
Modal Constraints for Fixture and Subsystem (MCFS); Craig-Bampton; Mass-loaded interface; Admittance; 

Impedance 

Nomenclature: 
M, C, K   – Mass, damping and stiffness matrices 

x     – vector of generalized displacement coordinates 

y     – vector of physical displacements 

q     – vector of modal displacements 

xu     – vector of unconstrained generalized coordinates 

F     – vector of applied forces 

Φ     – mass normalized mode shape matrix 

ωr     – natural frequency 

ζ     – modal damping ratio 

a     – matrix of constraints in modal coordinates 

ap    – matrix of constraints in physical coordinates 

yA,CPT   – vector of physical displacements of subsystem A at the connection degrees of freedom. 

yA,m   – vector of physical displacements of subsystem A at the measurement points. 

[ ]†
    – Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of [ ]  
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1. Introduction 
Modern structures are typically designed by groups of engineers, each of which is primarily responsible for a 

particular subsystem.  The dynamic performance of the structure depends on how all of these subsystems interact, 

yet some of them may be very difficult to model adequately.  For example, a company that designs automotive seats 

is probably not interested in modeling the entire structure of each of the automobiles in which their seats may be 

used, especially considering the complexity of the automobile due to its intricate geometry, joints with unknown 

properties, variety of materials, unknown damping effects, and the potential for nonlinearity.  However, that 

complicated structure strongly affects the performance of their seats as experienced by a consumer.  Experimental 

substructuring could allow one to instead create an experimental model for the automobile through test and then 

couple that experimental model to analytical models of the seats to predict the performance of the built-up structure.  

Numerous other applications could be mentioned in a variety of industries. 

While subcomponent modeling of built-up structures has become commonplace using finite elements, direct 

coupling of experimental and analytical models is rare because of the difficulties encountered.  Methods for 

combining experimental and analytical substructures can be classified in two different groups.  Response based 

methods, also termed impedance coupling [1-3], admittance coupling [4, 5], or structural modification [6-8] operate 

on the frequency response functions (FRFs) of the subsystems to predict the responses of the coupled system.  An 

excellent review of these methods was recently presented by de Klerk, Rixen and Voormeeren [9], where these 

methods were all called Frequency-response Based Substructuring (FBS).  These methods have also been derived 

from a controls perspective in, for example, [10] and they have been used fairly widely in electrical engineering.  

The other approach, called Modal Substructuring (MS) or Experimental Component Mode Synthesis (ECMS or 

CMS) joins the substructures based on their linear differential equations of motion [1, 11, 12].  The most common of 

these in the analytical realm is the Craig-Bampton method [13].  This paper focuses on modal substructuring, 

although a parallel effort has applied these methods to impedance coupling using FRFs [14-16].  That comparison 

has found that, while the two approaches each provide a valuable perspective on the issues involved, the end results 

are usually very similar (also see, e.g., [3]). 

When modal substructuring is employed it is critical to assure that the modes of the substructures form an 

adequate basis for the motion of the coupled structure.  A number of methods have been proposed to achieve this, 

including the classical Craig-Bampton approach that uses fixed-interface and constraint modes [13], the use of free 
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modes with or without residual flexibility [17, 18] or the use of discrete springs at the interfaces [10].  Each of these 

approaches suffers from some important experimental difficulties, such as the difficulty in creating a rigid boundary 

condition, measuring rotations or of extracting accurate residual terms from measurements.  All of these issues 

compound dramatically as the number of connection points increases. 

One alternative that is preferable from an experimental standpoint is to attach masses to the interface of the test 

article in order to exercise the interface and to bring a larger number of modes into the testable range.  This approach 

seems to have been first explored in detail by Goldenberg and Shapiro [19].  About a decade later, Kanda, Wei, 

Allemang and Brown applied this method successfully to a few frame structures [20, 21], instrumenting the rigid 

masses to estimate their three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom and then removing their effect 

from the model.  Chandler and Tinker studied the feasibility of this method analytically for two satellite systems, 

reporting very promising results [22].  Carne, Nelson and Dohrmann have also used this approach quite extensively 

to remove four distinct, rigid masses from a substructure [5, 23].  However, some difficulties have been encountered 

in other works [7, 8, 24].  First, it can be difficult to design a fixture that is massive enough to have the desired 

mass-loading effect while also being rigid in the frequency band of interest.  This difficulty is compounded by the 

fact that the fixture must also be large relative to the wavelengths of the structure near the connection point so that 

one can accurately determine the rotation at that point [7].  When structures are connected at many points, this 

approach may not improve the substructure’s modal basis much, as shown by Baker [8, 24], and one may require an 

excessive number of sensors since one must have at least six sensors per connection point to determine all of the 

displacements and rotations. 

When masses are used to load an interface experimentally, their effect on the substructure must be removed prior 

to predicting the response of the built up structure.  The process of removing one substructure from another is called 

substructure uncoupling or substructure de-coupling [25].  Substructure uncoupling also been studied by a few 

researchers, although the literature is somewhat sparse.  A number of researchers have used substructure uncoupling 

to remove rigid masses from a structure [5, 20, 21, 23, 26], and a few have also accounted for the static flexibility in 

the joint between a fixture and the substructure in order to approximate the residual effect of out of band modes.  A 

few works have removed a flexible substructure from a master system using frequency based substructuring. For 

example, Dong and McConnell [27] used FBS to infer connection point rotations using an instrumented, flexible 

fixture.  Mottershead et al. [7, 8] developed a multi-input-multi-output FRF estimator that uses an FE model of the 
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fixture to estimate the uncoupled FRFs directly from measurements on the fixture, based on FBS theory.  Ind and 

Ewins also studied the uncoupling problem to infer the dynamical properties of a delicate component from 

measurements remote to that component [28].  The works by Mottershead et al. and Dong & McConnell showed 

that good results could be obtained with appropriate care, although high sensitivity to noise seemed to be 

unavoidable in some circumstances.  Ind [28] abandoned the FBS approach in favor of a model updating approach, 

citing high sensitivity to measurement errors as a major reason.  Very recently, a few researchers have presented 

significant progress in this area.  Sjovall and Abrahamsson studied the uncoupling problem using an FBS approach, 

showing that uncoupling predictions can be very sensitive to what they termed “generalized anti-resonances,” or 

resonances of the substructure when all of the interface degrees of freedom are constrained.  They presented a 

frequency-based substructuring method in [29] that utilizes responses away from the connection point to address this 

sensitivity, showing good results for both experimental and analytical measurements.  D’Ambrogio and Fregolent 

also explored the use of responses away from the connection point in FBS uncoupling in [25]. 

This work builds upon those in a few ways.  First, a methodology is presented that removes the effect of a fixture 

in the modal domain rather than using frequency responses as done in [25, 28, 29].  This greatly simplifies the data 

manipulation required and makes the results easier to interpret and store.  This same approach could, in principle, be 

used to remove any linear dynamic system with mass, stiffness and damping, from another.  The theory for doing so 

is presented and some of the consequences are elaborated.  As in the prior works, the examples presented here show 

that erroneous predictions can be obtained unless measurements away from the connection point are utilized in the 

uncoupling procedure.  However, the method presented in this work utilizes an over-determined set of 

measurements to enforce the removal of the subcomponent in a weak sense, which seems to reduce the sensitivity to 

measurement errors.  The method is based on the modal filter concept [30] and is called Modal Constraints for 

Fixture and Subsystem (MCFS) or simply modal constraints.  The method is applied to a substructuring problem 

involving the removal and coupling of two substructures with eight connection points, revealing that the interface 

can be adequately captured using only 36 sensors whereas the conventional approach would require at least 48 (three 

rotations and three displacements for each connection point).  The approach presented here avoids the need to 

estimate the displacements and rotations at each connection point and the inaccuracies that this can introduce.  The 

modal model obtained for each experimental subcomponent is coupled to an analytical model for the rest of the 
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structure and the procedure is shown to accurately predict the dynamics of the built up system over a significant 

frequency range.  

The paper is organized as follows.  Section 2.1 reviews modal substructuring theory as well as a few additional 

concepts that are important for the problems considered here.  The extension to substructure uncoupling is presented 

in Section 2.2, with the conventional approach to treating constraints in Section 2.2.1, and the new modal constraint 

approach discussed in Section 2.2.2.  The methods are applied to two systems in Section 3, a two-dimensional 

problem joining two beams after removing a fixture that mass-loads the experimental substructure, and a three 

dimensional problem in which a cylindrical structure is joined to a cap structure.  Conclusions are presented in 

Section 4. 

2. Theoretical Development 
2.1. Review of Modal Substructure Coupling Theory 

This section briefly reviews modal substructuring or Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) theory, following the 

notation in [12].  The reader is referred to [9, 12, 13, 31]  for further details.  We presume that the modal parameters 

for a number of subsystems have been derived either analytically or experimentally (see, e.g. [32, 33] for 

information on how to obtain these experimentally).  In either case, one can use the modal parameters to construct 

the familiar second order, linear equations of motion for each subsystem.  For example, denoting the first subsystem 

as A, one has. 

 
\ \ 2

A \ A \ A A AA A

A A A

2 T
r r rζ ω ω⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ + =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

=

Iq q q Φ F

y Φ q
 (1), 

where I denotes an N×N identity matrix, \
\ A

2 r rζ ω⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  an N×N diagonal matrix of modal damping constants, and 

\ 2
\ Arω⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  an N×N diagonal matrix of modal natural frequencies squared.  This description assumes that the mode 

shape matrix, AΦ , is mass normalized and that reciprocity holds.  The size of the mode shape matrix is Np×N, 

where Np is the number of physical coordinates yA, which is generally different than the number of modal degrees of 

freedom N.  The vector FA contains the point forces and/or moments applied at the physical coordinates yA.  One 

could write the equations of motion for any additional subsystems (herein denoted B, C, …) in the same manner. 

 It is important to note that in some cases it might be convenient to describe the subcomponents in terms of their 

physical coordinates with physical mass, damping and stiffness matrices, M, C and K respectively as follows, 
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 A A A+ + =My Cy Ky F  (2), 

although this view requires that the number of physical coordinates be equal to the number of modes or 

complications arise.  In this work modal models are used exclusively, so the following development focuses on the 

modal description.  However, it would be straightforward to use physical mass, damping and stiffness matrices in 

place of the diagonal matrices of modal parameters used here, and some possible reasons for doing so are 

highlighted later.  One could also augment either of the representations in eqs (1) or (2) to include the residual 

flexibility of the truncated modes [17, 18], although those terms can be difficult to measure experimentally. 

Subsystems described by the form in Eq. (1) can be joined by concatenating their modal coordinates, and then 

defining the appropriate constraints between them.  For example, in order to join two subsystems, denoted A and B, 

which are described by their free modes, the concatenated equations are the following 

 

\ \ 2
\ \A AA A A A

\ \ 2
B B B B\ \B B

T
AA

T
BB

A A A

B B B

20
0 2

r r r

r r r

ζ ω ω

ζ ω ω

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥+ + =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⎫

= ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥
⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦

⎧ ⎫ ⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⎫
=⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥

⎩ ⎭ ⎣ ⎦ ⎩ ⎭

0 0I q q q
I q q q0 0

FΦ 0
F0 Φ

y Φ 0 q
y 0 Φ q

 (3), 

where 0 denotes a matrix of zeros of the appropriate dimensions.  We shall denote the number of modes in systems 

A and B as NA and NB respectively, and the number of physical coordinates NpA and NpB.  This substructuring 

approach is easily generalized to many subsystems, as shown in [9, 12], or one could treat a general problem by  

repeatedly applying the approach outlined above to pairs of systems. 

Linear constraints between the substructures can be written as, 

 A
p

B

⎧ ⎫
=⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭

y
a 0

y
 (4) 

(e.g. ap = [-1, 1] for the case where yA and yB are scalars and one wishes to apply the scalar constraint yA=yB).  The 

number of rows in ap is equal to the number of constraints, denoted Nce.  Substituting from Eq. (3) one obtains the 

constraints between the total set of generalized coordinates {qA
T, qB

T}T, 
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 A

B

⎧ ⎫
=⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭

q
a 0

q
 (5) 

where 

 A
p

B

⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦

Φ 0
a a

0 Φ
. (6) 

The constraint equations are used to solve for some of the generalized coordinates in terms of the others [12].  It 

should be noted here that the perfect compatibility required by Eq. (4) can lead to excessive stiffening if there are 

multiple connection points.  This issue will be addressed in Section 2.2.2.  Using the method presented in [9], one 

uses the constraints to find a transformation that obtains the full coordinate vector from a set of unconstrained 

generalized coordinates, xu, as follows. 

 A
u

B

⎧ ⎫
=⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭

q
Bx

q
 (7) 

Substituting this relationship into Eq. (5), one finds that B must satisfy 

 u =aBx 0 , (8) 

so, B can be any matrix that resides in the null space of a [9]. 

 ( )null=B a  (9) 

The constraint matrix, a, which has dimension Nce by (NB + NA) should have maximal rank, otherwise some of the 

constraints are ineffectual. 

After substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (2), the equations of motion become the following. 
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u u u

AT

B

\
\ AT

\
\ B

\ 2
\ AT

\ 2
\ B

A A
u

B B

ˆˆ ˆ

ˆ

2
ˆ

2

ˆ

r r

r r

r

r

ζ ω

ζ ω

ω

ω

+ + =

⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

⎧ ⎫ ⎡ ⎤
=⎨ ⎬ ⎢ ⎥

⎩ ⎭ ⎣ ⎦

Mx Cx Kx Q
I 0

M B B
0 I

0
C B B

0

0
K B B

0

y Φ 0
Bx

y 0 Φ

 (10) 

If Nce constraint equations are enforced, then the coupled system will have only NB + NA – Nce degrees of 

freedom.  However, all of the physical coordinates y for any of the subsystems are always available in the system 

model, even after enforcing a constraint, although some of them may be equal or nearly equal to one another due to 

the constraint (i.e. one can find qA or qB using Eq. (7) and then use Eq. (3) to find yA and yB, no matter what 

constraints have been employed).  One will also typically desire to compute the modes of the coupled system by 

finding the eigenvalue decomposition of ˆ ˆ,K M  (or of ˆˆ ˆ, ,K C M  if state space modes are of interest).  The last 

of Eqs. (10) shows that the displacement, and hence the modes of the assembled structure are comprised of linear 

combinations of the modes of the individual subsystems.  All of the operations described above have been 

automated and are implemented in a Matlab® function, dubbed “ritzscomb”, which is freely available on the 

Matlab® Central File Exchange. 

2.2. Method for Removing Fixture Effects from an Experimental Model 
 One can also use the substructuring method above to remove a fixture from an assembly.  To better understand 

the approach, it is helpful to consider the simple spring-mass problem shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1:  Basic substructure uncoupling problem.  (a) Experimental subsystem C (left) is 

comprised of subsystems Ae and B.  The forces that each subsystem exerts on the other in the 
assembly are denoted Fe and FB respectively.  (b) An analytical model of Ae, denoted Aan, is 

joined to C at the connection point (the points connected by the dashed line all have the same 
motion). 

We desire to remove the effect of the two left-most masses from the experimental system C in order to estimate the 

equations of motion of system B.  System A exists as experimental hardware connected to C, and its (unknown) 

system parameters and modal coordinates are denoted e.  In this configuration the constraint force between the 

subsystems is FB = Fe.  (i.e. system Ae exerts an unknown force Fe on system B such that the two to have the same 

motion at the connection point.)  To cancel the interface force and remove the effect of subsystem Ae, an analytical 

model of A is constructed, denoted Aan, and connected to system C at the connection point between A and B.  The 

modal parameters of the model are known and both those and the force at the interface are denoted with subscripts 

“an” (masses with grid shading).  The net force on system B is now FB = Fe+Fan and so the effect of the fixture is 

effectively removed if the forces from the analytical model, “an”, cancel those from the actual hardware, e, so that 

Fe+Fan=0.  The equations of motion for “an” and e can be used to write the interface forces, which are given below 

for a general problem. 

 \ \ 2 T
e \ \2e r r e r e e ee e

ζ ω ω⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ + =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦I q q q Φ F  (11) 

 \ \ 2 T
an an \ an \ an an anan an

2 r r rζ ω ω⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ + =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦I q q q Φ F  (12) 

Note that in practice the modal parameters of Ae are not precisely known, nor is the force Fe, since this system 

represents actual hardware, but this discussion is still helpful in revealing the condition under which the effects of Ae 

can be removed.  Adding these two equations one obtains, 
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\ \ \ 2 \ 2

an an \ \ an \ \ anan an
T T

an an

2 2e e r r e r r r e re e

e e

ζ ω ζ ω ω ω⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ + + + + =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
= +

I q I q q q q q

Φ F Φ F
 (13) 

so the interface forces can be made to cancel if the following conditions are satisfied. 

1.) The modal parameters of the analytical and true fixtures are equal and opposite, i.e. \ 2 \ 2
\ \anr r e

ω ω⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦  

and similarly for the mass and damping terms. 

2.) The motion of both the experimental and analytical fixtures is the same,{ } { }an ( ) ( )et t=q q  

3.) The mode shapes of both the experimental and analytical models are equal an e=Φ Φ . 

4.) The interface force vector is in the range space of  T
anΦ . 

If all of these conditions are satisfied, then one can simplify Eq. (13) to show that an e+ =F F 0 , so the net force on 

substructure B by the fixtures is zero.  For the example problem shown in Figure 1 the interface force is a scalar 

applied to the second mass and the analytical and experimental subsystems each contain 2 degrees-of-freedom, so 

one obtains { } { }T T T
an0 0 {0 0}eF F+ = .  However, if any of the conditions are violated then there will be 

a non-zero force at the connection point.  For example, suppose that all of the conditions are satisfied except that the 

analytical system matrices, \ 2
\ anrω⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  and \

\ an
2 r rζ ω⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ , while opposite of the experimental ones, are not precisely 

equal and opposite (condition 1).  This situation commonly arises since the analytical model is an approximation of 

the experimental fixture. In this case the interface force becomes 

 [ ]
( )

an

\ \ \ 2 \ 2
\ \ e \ \ ean an

T
an

2 2
e

e r r r r r re e

e e

ζ ω ζ ω ω ω

=

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ − + − =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
= +

q q

0 q q q

Φ F F

 (14) 

This could clearly give rise to a non-zero interface force.  Those interface forces would behave like stiffness and 

mass terms, reflecting effects of the fixture that have not been completely removed.  An even more problematic case 

can arise if the motion of the analytical and experimental fixtures is not precisely the same. 

At this juncture, it is worth noting that the 4th condition might not be necessary for every problem.  If it is not 

satisfied then the interface forces cancel only in a weak sense.  The specifics of the problem will dictate whether this 

is adequate. 
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In all of the above the interface forces have been introduced merely to justify the procedure.  The interface forces 

do not enter in to the actual operations required to implement this uncoupling methodology.  For the example 

illustrated in Figure 1 the operations are as follows.  The equations of motion for Aan and C are concatenated, as was 

done in Eq. (3), only now we make the diagonal mass, damping and stiffness matrices for subsystem Aan negative to 

remove Aan’s effects from C. 

 

an an an an an an

anan

\ \ 2
\ \A A A A A A

\ \ 2
C C C C\ \C C

T
AA

T
CC

20

0 2

r r r

r r r

ζ ω ω

ζ ω ω

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤− −−⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥+ + =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= ⎢ ⎥ ⎨ ⎬

⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦

0 0I q q q

I q q q0 0

FΦ 0
F0 Φ

 (15) 

One can then use the same procedure outlined in Eq. (4) through (10) to apply constraints between Aan and C.  The 

results depend on how Aan and C are constrained, as will be described in the following two subsections.  Two 

approaches are described, the first of which is a straightforward extension of the traditional approach, here called the 

connection point method.  A new approach is presented in Section 2.2.2 that involves constraining the modal 

degrees of freedom of the fixtures.  This new approach is dubbed Modal Constraints for Fixture and Subsystem 

(MCFS), or simply “modal constraints”.  When these methods are applied experimentally, more robust results are 

obtained using the latter.  That approach also offers new freedom when joining substructures at multiple points, as 

illustrated in Section 3.2. 

2.2.1. Connection Point Constraints (CPT) 
Previous works that have employed mass-loaded interface modes [20, 21, 24] have combined the (negative) 

models of the rigid masses to the experimental substructures at the points at which they meet physically using the 

following constraints.  The subscript “an” on A is dropped from here forward to simplify the notation. 

 C,CPT A,CPT=y y  (16) 

Here this will be referred to as the Connection PoinT (CPT) method and the subset of physical degrees of freedom 

on system A and C that correspond to the connection are denoted with the subscript CPT.  This leads to a signed 

Boolean constraint matrix ap in Eq. (4). 

In practice the connection point motion of system C usually is not measured, so measurements are taken at 

discrete points on the attached fixture and used to infer the connection point motion.  In the past, it has been 
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assumed that the mass moves as a rigid body (see, e.g. [20, 21]).  Denoting the measureable points on the fixture 

with the subscript m, the motion of the fixture was assumed to be a linear combination of the rigid body mode 

shapes of the fixture ΦA, so it could be written as follows 

 C,CPT A,CPT
A

C, A,m m

⎧ ⎫ ⎡ ⎤
=⎨ ⎬ ⎢ ⎥

⎩ ⎭ ⎣ ⎦

y Φ
q

y Φ
 (17) 

where the upper and lower partitions are the rigid body mode shapes at the connection (CPT) and measurement 

points (m) respectively.  The mode shapes of the fixture are estimated using an analytical model of the fixture.  

Assuming that the mode shapes are linearly independent on the measurement point set, and that there are at least as 

many measurement points as there are rigid body modes, then the connection point motion of system C is found by 

solving the lower partition for qA and substituting into the upper partition, resulting in the following observation 

equation, 

 †
C,CPT A,CPT A, C,m m=y Φ Φ y  (18) 

where [ ]†
 denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse or an overdetermined least-squares solution.  This can be 

viewed as a modal test-analysis model for the fixture [34], or as a particular case of sensor set expansion using a 

certain finite element model.  A similar approach was used to find the motion at an unmeasured point in [20, 21, 35-

37]. 

This expression can be substituted into Eq. (16) and rearranged into the form in Eq. (4).  The preceding 

development can readily be extended for a fixture that is flexible by augmenting the modal description in Eq. (17) to 

also include the free-elastic mode shapes of the fixture.  In that case, Eq. (18) constitutes a modal filter [30] that 

estimates the modal motion of the fixture and then uses the connection point mode shapes to estimate the connection 

point motion. 

This substructure coupling approach will succeed only if the connection point motion can accurately be 

estimated from the motion at the measurement points.  Balmès discussed a number of approaches in [38] showing 

that grave errors can be incurred if either the test results or the FEM model are not accurate.  Some of these 

difficulties stem from the fact that the analytical and experimental fixtures are required to have the same motion 

only at the connection point.  Returning to the example in Figure 1, a constraint that imposes equal motion at the 
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connection point, i.e. ye,2 = yan,2 does not force ye,1 and yan,1 to have the same motion.  Those degrees of freedom will 

only have the same motion if the parameters of each system are equal and if the connection point(s) render the 

system controllable.  When those conditions are met, the motion enforced at the connection point causes the same 

response for each subsystem and the fixtures exert zero net force on subsystem B.  On the other hand, if the fixture 

and its negative model differ due to model inaccuracy or small errors in the test, then their states will not be equal at 

all times and the fixtures will exert a spurious force on subsystem B.  This phenomenon is observed in the examples 

that follow in Section 3, so the MCFS approach was created (described in the following subsection) in order to 

address it.  

2.2.2. Modal Constraints for Fixture and Subsystem (MCFS) 
Another way to assure that the two fixtures Aan and Ae undergo the same motion is to constrain them at a set of 

points that are distributed spatially, which are here referred to as the measurement points and denoted with subscript 

m. 

 C, A,m m=y y  (19) 

However, some of the constraints above are redundant if the fixture model has fewer modes than there are 

measurement points, NM.  There will also inevitably be small test errors in each of the responses.  These errors may 

cause locking of the two systems resulting in wildly erroneous predictions.  One would prefer that Eq. (19) instead 

be satisfied in a least squares sense so that measurement errors do not contaminate the constraints.  The Modal 

Constraints for Fixture and Subsystem (MCFS) method seeks to do exactly this, using the following weighted form 

of the constraints above, 

 † †
A, C, A, A,m m m m=Φ y Φ y  (20) 

where the subscript A denotes that we are using the mode matrix for fixture A to form the constraints.  The right 

hand side is equal to the modal coordinates of the fixture, qA, so physically, Eq. (20) constrains the modal 

coordinates of the fixture (system A) to their orthogonal projection onto the C system’s motion.  Using this approach 

there is one constraint equation for each mode that is included in A,mΦ .  One typically has more sensors than 

modes, so there are fewer constraints than there are sensors, so this approach does not enforce strictly equal the 

displacement between the measurement points C,my  and A,my .  In contrast, when the CPT method is used the 
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motion at the connection point is forced to be precisely equal and there is one constraint for each connection point 

degree of freedom no matter how many modal degrees of freedom the structure has. 

2.2.3. Fixture Design 
Based on the theory presented above and reviewed in Section 2.1, the following guidelines have been developed 

for fixture design. 

1. One should design the fixture so that it can be instrumented to capture all of its relevant dynamic modes so 

that A,mΦ  will be well conditioned for inversion in Eq. (20). 

2. When the fixture is attached to the test article, the experimental system should have an adequate number of 

modes in the testable bandwidth.  The mass of the fixture can be chosen to bring more modes down into the 

testable bandwidth. 

3. Avoid fixture designs that contain joints, intricate geometry, or other features that are difficult to accurately 

model analytically, as these will lead to mismatch between the experimental and analytical fixtures causing 

errors in the subtraction.  The fixture should be easy to model so that it accurately predicts the fixture 

dynamics without a significant fixture model correlation effort.  Making the fixture of one piece, without 

any joints, goes a long way toward meeting this guideline. 

4. The joint between the fixture and the test article should replicate the actual joint in the system of interest as 

closely as possible, to capture the joint stiffness and damping. 

5. The fixture’s impedance should roughly resemble that of the built-up structure.  One strategy is to design a 

fixture to locally mimic the stiffness and mass of the other substructure to which the experimental 

substructure will be connected.  The fixture might just be a chopped off version of the other substructure 

which precisely mimics the mass and stiffness near the connection interface.   

Also, it is usually convenient if the fixture’s modes are well spaced, so they can be easily extracted from 

measurements.  One key consideration is the number of dynamic modes to include in A,mΦ .  For simple fixtures, 

such as that used in Section 3.1, one can fairly easily estimate the number of dynamic modes of the fixture that are 

likely to reside in or near the frequency band of interest.  In other cases this may be challenging, but one can always 

assess this after measurements are taken by reconstructing the measured mode shapes of system C on the fixture’s 

modal basis and comparing that reconstruction with the actual measurements.  This was done in [23] for an FBS 

procedure and was found to serve as a valuable error check during the experiment. 
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3. Applications 
3.1. Beam System 

A simple structure was designed to evaluate the CMS procedures, which is comprised of two beams as depicted 

in Fig. 2.  The goal of the substructuring procedure is to correctly determine the frequency response functions of 

system E between points 1 and 2 at the ends of beam E.  Beam B, which is 30.5 cm long, is the substructure whose 

model will be derived from test.  Fixture Ae (11.7 cm tall) is attached to beam B during the tests at the connection 

point yc forming substructure C, the system that is actually tested.  The connection point motion is not measured 

during the test.  Six accelerometers are placed on Fixture Ae to characterize its motion as shown in Figure 3.  An 

analytical model of Fixture A was developed using Timoshenko beam elements, denoted Aan, and which will be 

used to remove the fixture’s effects from System C.  The 61 cm beam D was modeled analytically using Euler-

Bernoulli theory, although its natural frequencies were adjusted to more closely match the frequencies of a real 

beam of the same dimensions.  All of the components are made of steel.  Beams B and D are 1.9 cm high by 2.54 cm 

wide; Fixture A’s cross section is 2.54 cm square. The figure below illustrates the coupling/uncoupling process. 

-+ BD yc yc =

E

Ae

C

Aan

1 2

-+ BBDD ycyc yc =

E

Ae

C

Aan

1 2

 
Figure 2:  Experimental-Analytical substructuring problem consisting of two beams.  An 

experimental model for beam B is to be joined to an analytical beam D after fixture Ae is 
removed using CMS uncoupling. 

Leaving out the damping terms for the sake of clarity, the uncoupled equations of motion in the form of Eq. (3) for 

this example are 
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 (21) 

Two cases are considered.  In the first, connection point constraints are used between Ae (a part of system C) and 

Aan.  A modal filter was used to estimate the connection point motion and then the CPT method was used to 
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constrain the negative fixture model Aan to C so the constraint is 
an an an an

†
A ,CPT A A ,CPT A , C, 0m m− =Φ q Φ Φ y .  Then, 

connection point constraints were again used to constrain A to D with the constraint 
an anA ,CPT A D,CPT− =Φ q y 0  .  

In terms of the modal coordinates of each of the subsystems, the constraints are 

 
an

an an an

an

A†
A ,CPT A ,CPT A , C,

C
A ,CPT D,CPT

D

m m

⎧ ⎫
⎡ ⎤− ⎪ ⎪ =⎢ ⎥ ⎨ ⎬

−⎢ ⎥ ⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦
⎩ ⎭

q
Φ Φ Φ Φ 0

q 0
Φ 0 Φ

q
 (22) 

which is now in the form of  Eq. (5).  One can then use the procedure outlined in Section 2.1 to enforce these 

constraints and compute the modes of the coupled system. 

 For the second case, modal constraints were used to connect the analytical fixture Aan to C.  The constraint 

between those two systems is then 
an an

†
A A , C, 0m m− =q Φ y .  Aan and D are again connected at the connection point 

as was done above.  At first it seems counter intuitive to connect D to Aan since we have just “removed” A from C, 

but recall that all of the physical coordinates are always valid even after a subcomponent has been removed.  The 

total set of constraint equations for the MCFS case is then. 

 
an

an

an

A†
A , C,

C
A ,CPT D,CPT

D

m m

⎧ ⎫
⎡ ⎤− ⎪ ⎪ =⎢ ⎥ ⎨ ⎬

−⎢ ⎥ ⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦
⎩ ⎭

q
I Φ Φ 0

q 0
Φ 0 Φ

q
 (23) 

It is interesting to note that first row in the constraint matrix in Eq. (22) is identical to corresponding row in Eq. (23) 

except that the former is premultiplied by 
anA ,CPTΦ .  The fixture is approximated with four modes, yet there are 

only three connection point degrees-of-freedom (translation in two directions and rotation), so 
anA ,CPTΦ  has four 

columns but only three rows.  Hence, Eqs. (22) comprise one fewer constraint than do Eqs. (23). 

It is well known that the free-modes of a beam are not an efficient basis for substructuring predictions [17, 18].  

To determine whether mass-loading was important for this problem, a simple one-dimensional finite element model 

of the beams was used to simulate the substructuring process.  The testable bandwidth was considered to be 6400 Hz 

for FE simulation.  The FE model revealed that if one couples all of the free bending modes of beam B below 6400 

Hz (three elastic modes) to the FE model for beam D, one obtains errors in the built-up system natural frequencies as 

large as 5% for some of the modes below 6400 Hz (due to modal truncation).  On the other hand, if beam B is mass-
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loaded with a rigid mass whose inertia properties are the same as Fixture A’s, then one obtains four modes below 

6400 Hz and the estimates for the coupled system natural frequencies are within 0.3% of the analytical values.  

Hence, the fixture has a very important mass loading effect for this system. 

 
Figure 3:  Photograph of experimental setup for testing system C using an impact 

hammer.  System C is comprised of beam B and fixture Ae. 

The actual hardware shown in Fig. 3 (system C) was tested using impact excitation.  An impact hammer with a 

steel tip provided excitation at three points.  Consistent alignment was assured by mounting the impact hammer on a 

bearing and carefully aligning the system before acquiring measurements.  The fixture was attached to beam B using 

a single bolt with dental cement on the mating surfaces to reduce the nonlinearity of the joint.  (Prior tests without 

dental cement revealed that the T-beam’s response was somewhat nonlinear [39].)  The excitation was adequate out 

to about 9000 Hz, below which six modes were extracted.  These were supplemented with the analytically derived 

rigid body modes and used to create a modal model of the T-beam [15].  Three rigid body modes and one elastic 

bending mode were provided from the analytical fixture model.  The measured modal damping ratios were used for 

the C system while the elastic modes of Aan and D were given modal damping ratios of 0.0008 and the rigid body 

modes were given zero damping.  The substructuring procedure described previously was then used to couple these 

to estimate the modes, and from those the FRFs of Beam E. 

Figure 4 shows the axial FRFs predicted between the measurement points 1 and 2 on the total structure (see Fig. 

2) using the CPT and MCFS methods.  An analytical prediction, tuned to match the modal properties of an actual 

90.3 cm beam, is also shown as an indicator of truth.  Both methods accurately predict the frequency and amplitude 

of the first axial mode, but the CPT method greatly underestimates the frequency of the second axial mode.  

Furthermore, the FRF from the CPT method has an antiresonance near 5800 Hz, which is not reasonable since it can 
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be shown that there are no antiresonances in the FRF of a beam whose output and excitation points are on opposite 

ends.  The lateral FRFs found using the CPT and MCFS methods both agreed very closely with the analytical result, 

as shown in Fig. 5.  
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Figure 4:  Axial FRFs between points 1 and 2 of beam E created using modal parameters 

obtained from substructuring predictions.  Lines correspond to analytical result (solid), 
MCFS result (dash-dot) and CPT result (dash). 
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Figure 5:  Lateral FRFs between points 1 and 2 of beam E derived from experimentally 

measured mode shapes for system C.  Lines correspond to analytical result (solid), MCFS 
result (dash-dot) and CPT result (dash). 

Various modifications to the fixture model were explored, and the experimental results were checked and re-

checked, but none of these efforts improved the performance of the CPT method for the beam’s second axial mode.   

However, when the CPT method was employed with a rigid fixture model the CPT method predicted two axial 

modes in the bandwidth of interest and didn’t produce a spurious zero in the FRFs, but the predicted frequencies for 

both axial modes were about 700 Hz too low, presumably due to the fixture’s neglected elasticity, as shown in our 

preliminary work [14]. 

As mentioned previously, one can evaluate the effectiveness of the constraint conditions by comparing the 

motion of the measurement points on both the experimental fixture and the negative fixture model for each of the 

modes of the combined system.  This comparison is shown in Fig. 6 for the beam’s first axial mode.  Circles show 

the undeformed locations of the accelerometers shown in Fig. 3.  The displaced mode shape of each accelerometer is 

also shown with triangles for the experimental fixture (part of the C system) and crosses for the analytical model of 

fixture, Aan.  Note that uniaxial accelerometers were used, so each displacement is in a single direction only, as 

indicated by the letter in the node name for each sensor.  The left-hand pane shows that when the MCFS method is 

used to join the subsystems, the motion of the Aan and C measurement points matches closely as desired, implying 

that the modal constraints have effectively enforced equivalent motion between the two systems.  When the CPT 
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method is used as shown in the right hand pane, the motions differ considerably between Aan and C, indicating errors 

in the coupling.  The difference between the mode shape at the Aan and C sensors was less than 0.4% of the 

maximum for the MCFS method while they were as large as 27% for the CPT method.   For the second axial mode, 

the maximum percent differences over the measurement points were 4% and 141% respectively for the MCFS and 

CPT methods.  The motion on the A and C systems matched very closely for all of the bending modes of the E 

system using either CPT or MCFS constraints, and this was also the case when the fixture’s flexibility was ignored 

as shown in [14], suggesting that the fixture was essentially rigid for bending motions of system C. 

  
Figure 6:  Mode shapes of 1st axial mode at the fixture’s measurement points, found using 

MCFS and CPT methods to join the substructures.   The mode shapes show that the Aan and 
C fixtures have nearly the same motion for the MCFS method, while significant difference 

are observed between the corresponding sensors when the CPT method is used. 

Discussion: 

   These analyses may explain why the FRF predicted from the MCFS results is so much more accurate than the 

CPT result in Fig. 4, while both gave similar results for the bending FRFs in Fig. 5.  The fact that the motion of the 

C and negative Aan systems differs when the CPT method is used perhaps explains the origin of the spurious zero in 

the CPT prediction in the axial direction, and the error in the CPT predicted 2nd axial natural frequency.  On the 

other hand, both methods give good results for this system for the bending modes in the frequency band of interest.  
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It appears that this fixture’s flexibility is really only important to the axial modes of the coupled system, which are 

more faithfully reproduced by the MCFS method. 

One observes in Fig. 4, that both CPT and MCFS show spurious spikes at most of the bending mode frequencies, 

indicating that the substructuring predictions substantially overestimate the coupling between bending and axial 

motion.  This is probably because the axial accelerometers register motion from bending modes simply due to their 

cross axis sensitivity (up to three percent for these accelerometers). 

3.2. Cylindrical System 
The second system considered consists of two substructures that are joined at multiple points.  Whereas the 

fixture used on the beam would work if it was perfectly rigid, a flexible fixture was needed to capture the multiple 

point interface between the components in this assembly; a rigid fixture would eliminate important motion between 

the connection points.  A schematic of this problem is shown in Fig. 7.  The cylinder plus one copy of the attached 

fixture (subsystem Aan) in the upper-left comprise subsystem D, the part of this system that is modeled analytically.  

The experimental substructure C is shown in the upper-right, made up of a plate with a beam attached at its center 

(system B) and a fixture (system Ae) that has four tabs around its circumference.  The tabs were designed into the 

fixture to add mass and to bring the bending and axial modes of the experimental system, especially the drumhead 

mode of the plate, down into the testable bandwidth. These two substructures are joined using modal constraints and 

two copies of the analytical fixture model (shown on the bottom left and denoted Aan1 and Aan2) are removed to 

arrive at an estimate of the dynamic model of the built-up system, shown on the bottom right. 

This same problem could have been formulated in many other ways.  For example, one could use only one 

fixture and constrain D to Aan at the connection points as was done with the beam system.  The procedure described 

in the previous paragraph was chosen instead because it preserves the experimental joint between the fixture and 

system B and avoids having to estimate the rotations of the connection points in the finite element model. 

The physical systems are joined by eight bolts, equally spaced around the circumference of plate.  Washers are 

used when assembling the actual hardware to assure that the systems come in contact only at these eight points, 

although one would expect that this isn’t strictly necessary when the MCFS method is employed.  The fixture was 

instrumented with 12 triaxial accelerometers, positioned to minimize the condition number of its mode shape matrix 

with 16 modes.  The triax set included eight along the circumference of the ring, equally spaced between the 

connection points and one at the tip of each of the four tabs.  This gave a mode shape matrix whose condition 
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number was 2.2 considering the 16 target modes.  Later, additional modes were also included and found to improve 

the agreement between the built-up system predictions and truth data slightly in the axial direction.  Eighteen modes 

were used in the results that follow, which gave a condition number of 5.8. 

A modal test was performed on the experimental substructure, with bungee cords used to suspend the test article 

to simulate free boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. 8.  In addition to the instrumentation on the fixture, a triaxial 

accelerometer was placed on the tip of the beam, and two additional uniaxial accelerometers were also mounted on 

the beam as shown in Fig. 8.  The six rigid body modes were obtained from mass properties measurements of the 

parts.  Twenty other elastic modes up to 4000 Hz were extracted from FRFs using the multi-reference SMAC 

algorithm [40, 41], resulting in a total of 26 modes for the C system.  Many of these modes were bending modes of 

the fixture tabs.  Several were bending modes of the beam on the plate.  Four different hammer input locations were 

utilized to excite the modes.  Two were in the axial and soft bending directions at the end of the beam and two were 

on the plate.  Attempts to excite the fixture on the tabs were abandoned due to unavoidable double impacts. 

 
Figure 7:  Schematic of Cylinder-Plate System.  Labels are shown indicating the names of 

the subsystems, as well as two drive points where FRFs were later reconstructed. 
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Figure 8:  Photograph of Experimental substructure, modal test setup and 

instrumentation. 

 The twenty-six modes of the experimental subsystem C were combined with the 100-mode analytical model of 

the cylinder D and with two 18-mode models of the negative fixture Aan, yielding uncoupled equations of similar to 

what was shown in Eq. (21).  The constraints for this problem consisted of MCFS constraints between the negative 

fixture Aan1 and the C system, between the other negative fixture Aan2 and the D system and between the two 

negative fixtures Aan1 and Aan2.  In each case the MCFS constraints used all 18 modes of the fixture mode shape 

matrix, so there were a total of 54 constraints. 
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The modal parameters of the built-up system were then used to reconstruct its drive point frequency response 

functions at several points, two of which will be reported here.  The first is located on the wall of the cylinder, 

measuring normal to its surface, near the end opposite where the beam is mounted, labeled 301z in Fig. 7.  The 

second point was located at the tip of the beam, oriented axially, and was labeled 1000y, as shown in Fig. 7.  The 

built-up system was also tested in order to validate a finite element model for the coupled-system.  The finite 
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element truth model was found to agree very well with the measurements, so it, rather than the actual truth data, is 

compared with the CMS predictions in all of the following. 

Figures 9 and 10 show the frequency response functions in a lateral direction and in the axial direction 

respectively.  The FRF predicted using modal substructuring with the experimentally derived modal parameters for 

the C system is shown (Exper-CMS), and is compared with the FRF of the truth model (Analytical).  The FRF of 

another model is also shown, which was similar to the Exper-CMS model except that the 26 measured modes of C 

were replaced with modes from a detailed finite element model.  That result is denoted FEA-CMS, and gives an 

indication of the CMS prediction that would have been obtained if one were able to measure the modes of the C 

system perfectly.  In the lateral direction, all three results overlay at lower frequencies, except near 160 Hz where 

the results are still in quite close agreement.   Above 4000 Hz the CMS predictions differ considerably from the 

analytical truth model, but the experimental result still tracks the analytical CMS result quite closely.  The 

agreement is also excellent in the axial direction out to about 3000 Hz, above which one would presume that the 

modes of the subcomponents are no longer an adequate basis for the built-up system.  The Experimental results 

(Exper-CMS) track the FEA-CMS results very well in both Figures 9 and 10, suggesting that errors in the test do not 

have an important effect on the substructuring predictions for this system. 

These results employed the MCFS method to join the subsystems.  Additional sensors would be needed if one 

were to employ connection point constraints as described in Section 2.2.1 because there are a total of 48 connection 

point DOF, and only 36 sensors were employed on the fixture in this study.  One alternative is to connect the 36 

sensor DOF directly, but this provides no mechanism for averaging errors. 
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Figure 9:  Drive Point Frequency Response Function at 301z (lateral direction) found in 
three ways, using an Analytical model (solid), using experimentally measured modal 

properties for the C system (dash-dot) and using a Finite element model for the C system 
(dashed). 
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Figure 10:  Drive Point Frequency Response Function at 1000y (axial direction) found in 
three ways, using an Analytical model (solid), using experimentally measured modal 
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properties for the C system (dash-dot) and using a Finite element model for the C system 
(dashed). 

Discussion 

One key to the success of the CMS procedure for this system is the fact that the fixture enriches the modal basis.  

In a preliminary work [16], the authors used an analytical model to show that if the fixture were not employed then 

the C system’s natural frequencies are higher, so if the modal test is again only successful in extracting modes out to 

4kHz then one obtains only 21 modes.  These modes were employed in the substructuring procedure and the 

predictions were found to be dramatically worse than those presented here.  The fixture serves to mass-load the 

interface to bring more modes into the testable range.  This confirms that the flexible fixture produces a set of modes 

that are a much better basis for the experimental substructure. 

It is also informative to compare the approach taken for this system with a more traditional approach.   The 

cylinder was connected to the plate-beam at eight points.  The conventional approach would treat each point as 

independent and require one to attach rigid masses to each to mass-load the interface and to determine the 

displacement and rotation.  However, Baker [24] showed that this approach may not yield accurate substructuring 

predictions without a very large number of modes.  The MCFS method was also very important for this problem.  If 

one were to use the same flexible fixture but with connection point constraints, one would need at least 48 sensors 

on the fixture to capture the motions of all of the connection points rather than the 36 sensors used here.  

Furthermore, that problem would be ill-conditioned since the structure does not have 48 active modes in the testable 

bandwidth, so one would encounter dramatic sensitivity to experimental errors because the problem is 

underdetermined.  On the other hand, using MCFS it is simple to enforce the constraint no matter how many 

physical connection degrees of freedom the fixture has, and one can determine whether enough were used by 

observing the compatibility between the substructures, as was done in Fig. 6. 

4. Conclusions 
This paper presented a procedure that removes the dynamic effects of a flexible fixture from a subcomponent 

using modal substructuring.  Since modal models can be obtained experimentally using well-known procedures, this 

procedure could, in principle, be used to remove any dynamic subsystem from another.  The approach was used here 

to remove the dynamics of a fixture from a subcomponent prior to joining the subcomponent in an assembly.  One 

key to doing so in a robust manner was the way in which the constraints were applied between the actual fixture and 

its negative analytical model.  A new method, dubbed Modal Constraints for Fixture and Subsystem (MCFS) or 
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simply, “modal constraints” was presented and shown to circumvent a number of difficulties.  This new approach 

allows one to constrain the motion of two substructures at a large number of points, but in a weak or least squares 

sense so as to avoid high sensitivity to measurement errors. 

 These concepts were illustrated using both test results and finite element models for two subcomponents.  The 

first consisted of a simple beam with the fixture attached at a single point, while the second comprised a three-

dimensional structure with eight connection points.  After the fixture’s dynamics were removed, each subsystem was 

successfully coupled to another subcomponent forming the desired assembly.  Using a fixture in this way allows one 

to capture the rotations of the interface degrees of freedom without having to treat them explicitly, and it enriches 

the modal basis of the substructure, substantially improving the coupling predictions.  Furthermore, since the joints 

between the fixture and substructures had the same material and geometry as those between the substructures in the 

final assembly, one would expect this approach to accurately capture the linear stiffness and damping of the joints. 

Substructure uncoupling can be very sensitive to measurement errors, yet the method proposed here was 

successfully applied to two different systems using real test measurements, confirming that it is possible to both add 

and remove subcomponents using modal substructuring, even with the limitations that are inherent to all 

measurements. 
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